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Access Levels
Key cabinet

- The key for the magnet room is available in the key cabinet.
  - This cabinet is located in the corridor towards the 7T and 9.4T.
  - Accessible with your UM card, after completion of CU training.
  - It registers who possesses which key.
  - Returning key with UM card.
  - It is not permitted for one CU to pass the key on to another CU!

- The Keyholder is responsible for the safety.
  - The CU that took the key is the Keyholder!
  - The Keyholder is responsible for safety until the key is returned to the key cabinet.
  - Do not block the door of console room open while scanning!

- Return the key after scanning
  - Failing to lock the door after scanning keeps you responsible for safety.
  - Failing to return the key will result in loss of booking privileges.
CU training
Booking system
Calpendo

• Users gain access when the project is accepted by Scannexus.
• User request at https://scannexus.calpendo.com
• Bookings must be made in the time blocks associated with your faculty like FPN or FHML.
• Bookings FPN via mriplanning-fpn@maastrichtuniversity.nl!
• External parties can book outside of these blocks. They must adhere to the following Scannexus rules:
  – You can only book the number of hours stated in the contract with Scannexus.
  – Bookings must be consecutive or the gap between bookings has to be at least 60 minutes.
  – If you scan longer than you booked, lengthen your booking time in Calpendo.
  – Cancellation of your booking can be done one week in advance.

• Scannexus Support Staff will ensure that these agreements are followed. Be considerate.
CU training
Screening forms
Screening forms

• **Safety Screening Form Scannexus**
  – Mandatory!
  – Fill in just before entering the magnet room.
  – Has to be signed by the CU and the subject.
  – If questions arise, **DO NOT SCAN**, **always** contact Support Staff!
  – Every time (day) a new form.

• Completed Safety Screening Forms should be put into the reception mail box and will be archived by Scannexus.

• Blank forms are available at the console rooms and at [www.scannexus.nl/documentation](http://www.scannexus.nl/documentation)
Screening forms

• As a service to researchers Scannexus provides a **template screening form**, to screen subjects beforehand.

• **NOTE: FPN researchers** have to use the dedicated FPN screening forms of their faculty! They are not allowed to use the Scannexus template.

• If used: researcher is responsible for proper usage according to the ethical approval of the project and storage of these forms!

• Screen your subjects beforehand:
  - Preferable one week in advance so you can cancel the booking if volunteer had counter indications.
  - Provides extra check in screening.
  - Researcher has evidence of screening by archiving this form.
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Subject preparation and scanning
Before entering the magnet room

• Instruct subject about:
  – Stimuli

• Inform subject about:
  – Alarm ball
  – Nerve stimulation
  – (Local) heating
  – Noise
  – No skin-skin contact
  – Dizziness while entering the bore, especially at 7T

• Just before entering the magnet room: check subject for magnetic objects (top-down)
  – Hair Tie/Pins
  – All Pockets
  – Jewelry
  – Belt/Shoes
  – Metal Detector is optional
Positioning

• Make sure subject is safe
  – Ear plugs
  – Foam cushions
  – Alarm Ball
  – No skin-skin contact

• Make sure subject is comfortable
  – Knee pillow
  – Blanket

• Use the required stimuli devices
  – No loop in the cables
  – Not touching skin

• Go to the right table position
  – Close eyes while using laser!
While Scanning

- Keep in contact with the subject!
  - Communicate via the intercom.
- Check your data!
Physiological Tracking

- Breathing
- Pulse
- ECG (ask for safety instructions)
- EasyAct (acoustic detection of heartbeat)
Stimulation Devices

- **Visual Stimulation**
  - Projector on the back side of the scanner.
  - Fixed position, do not change.

- **Auditory Stimulation**
  - Ear bud system *(only use for auditory studies!!)*
  - Headphones do not fit in the coil

- **Button Boxes**
  - Left and Right hand with four buttons each.

- **EEG/fMRI capabilities**
  - In development
MR objects clearance

• It is prohibited to introduce and use in the magnet rooms any device or instrument that has not been tested and approved by the Safety Review Board/ Senior Operations and Technical Development Officer (SOTDO).

• Requests for usage of new devices/instruments have to be sent to the Safety Review Board. Add all safety related documents of this device to the request.

  safety@scannexus.nl
Finish Session

- Table home position.
- Clean the magnet room.
- Coil plugged out (3T).
- Lock the magnet room.
- Put key back in key cabinet.
- Export data.
- Close patient and browser (system stays turned on).
- Switch off all stimulation devices.
- Return all stimulation settings to default.

Leave everything the way you found it prior to scanning!
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Incidental findings
Incidental Findings

- It is not the investigator’s job to check for or to diagnose medical problems in anatomical brain scans. However, it is possible that you cannot help but notice an anatomical feature that appears out of the normal range.

- Make sure you have an incidental finding agreement. This must be signed by the subject. Responsibility for this lies with researcher.

- A template incidental findings agreement is available at Scannexus. **FPN users must use the FPN incidental findings agreement.**

- It is possible to use the Scannexus Procedure in case of an incidental finding.

- Support team will check if the subject has consented to be informed.
Incidental Findings (Scannexus Procedure)

- Do **not** inform the subject right away.
- Seek contact with a qualified medical expert.
- **Scannexus service:**
  - Medical expert: Neuroradiologist (MUMC+)
  - In order to provide the expert with the relevant data, contact the Scannexus Support Team via [scanlabs@scannexus.nl](mailto:scanlabs@scannexus.nl).
  - FPN: If you are not a staff member of the faculty you must immediately inform the senior staff member who is your supervisor about the situation.
- If the subject does become aware of the fact that a potentially aberrant anatomical feature was present, then inform the subject that a medical expert will be consulted, and that the subject will be contacted by phone.
Incidental Findings (Scannexus Procedure)

- After receiving feedback from the medical expert, the subject must be contacted as soon as possible by phone.
  
  - Subjects for whom medical follow-up is recommended must be invited for a conversation, and for pick-up of their referral letter.
  
  - Subjects who had become aware of the presence of a potentially aberrant feature, but for whom follow-up was not recommended should also be called and informed.
  
  - Subjects who had *not* become aware of the presence of a potentially aberrant feature, and for whom follow-up was *not* recommended should *not* be called.
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Rules
Students/ uncertified people

- Do not leave uncertified people without you in the rooms.
- Students cannot be given responsibilities around the scanners (supervisor has to be present)
- Do not take students/ uncertified people with you into the magnet room if it is not absolutely necessary.
- Anyone who enters the magnet room has to complete the safety screening form.
Visitors

• Do not bring visitors to your scan session.
  
  – Respect the subjects privacy.
  – Keep your concentration.
  – You can bring a student, remember you are responsible for their safety!
  – Anyone that enters the magnet room has to complete the safety screening form.
Tours

• When a visitor or group wants to see the labs:
  – Approval of the Operations Manager or SOTDO* is required.
  – You must be accompanied by a member of the Scannexus staff.
  – Submit the request at least 24 hours in advance.
  – A timeslot will be booked in Calpendo.
  – Do not enter the magnet rooms.
  – Do not enter the console rooms during a scan session or maintenance.
  – Remember you are responsible for their safety!

* Senior Operations and Technical Development Officer
Note:

Scannexus Staff have the authority to ask anyone present within the MR scanner rooms to immediately leave these areas. Such a request must be immediately obeyed by said person.
Out of Office Hours

- Out of office hours 1 CU and 1 MST person (or 2 CUs) have to be present.
  - The CU that picks up the key is the responsible CU, this person is the Keyholder.
  - One of the CU’s/MST person has to be an ERO (BHV).
- Out of office hours are: **before 9:00am, after 5:00pm.**

- The burglar alarm is activated each day between 9:00pm and 7:00am.
  - CUs should pick up a smart key at least 24 hours before their scan slots.
  - Smart keys must be returned within 48 hours of the finish of the scan slot.
  - It is not permitted for one CU to pass the key on to another user.
  - The CU is responsible for obtaining and returning the smart key for their scan slot.
  - On leaving the facility, the CU is responsible for checking whether other users are in the facility and activating the alarm if they are the last to leave.
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Data
BU data server

- This server is backed-up (two weeks) by Scannexus.
  - Personal folder, 1TB.
  - Transfer of data, always make your own backup!
  - Deletion after 3 months of inactivity (warning e-mail in advance).
  - In case of space limits this period may be shorter.

- The scanner can access this server.
  - Read and Write.
  - To export your data to the users personal folder on the BU serve: \busrv0001\backedupdata\YourName
UB data server

- Users can access this server from their UM pc’s.
  - Access is granted after completion of the contract with Scannexus.
  - Access is granted after completion of the CU training.
  - Add `\busrv0001\backedupdata` (Z:) to your network drive.
  - VPN connection is needed if you are not connected the Unimaas network.
BU data server

Folders on BU data server accessible for users

• ~Shared folder
  – Transfer for stimulation programming/data to and from Stim PC. (USB stick is not allowed.)
  – Transfer for information to other users.
  – Automatic deletion after one week.

• ~Documentation
  – Contains manuals of scanners and peripheral equipment
CU training Information
Wiki

• Users gain access after completion of the CU training.

• **Information Database**
  – Protocols
  – Developments
  – Settings
  – Coils
  – Peripherals
  – Etc..

• **Logbook** of the scanners
This is the home of the 3T space, created for Certified Users.

To help you on your way, we’ve inserted some of our favourite macros on this home page. As you start creating pages, blogging and commenting you’ll see the macros below fill up with all the activity in your space.
# Logbook of the scanners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description of problem</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Delay/cancellation</th>
<th>Certified user</th>
<th>Reported by</th>
<th>Open issue?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11-09-2014</td>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>scanner did not respond anymore after stopping image reconstruction</td>
<td>rebooted it three times</td>
<td>45 min</td>
<td>Jindra Bakker</td>
<td>Lotty</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-08-2014</td>
<td>13:30</td>
<td>Anterior part of 64ch was not recognized by the system. Replug of anterior part didn’t help, replugged whole coil, it recognized the anterior part again. Patient was registered before the anterior part was plugged in.</td>
<td>No time for savelog, sorry... A lot of people register the subject before plugging the whole coil. It only happens from time to time...</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>Aline Borst</td>
<td>Margo</td>
<td>Open (07-07-2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-03-2014</td>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>StimPC screen went black when starting e-prime experiment, did not respond to anything.</td>
<td>Reboot stimulusPC (which went strikingly quickly)</td>
<td>5 minutes</td>
<td>Anne Havermans</td>
<td>Anne Havermans</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09-10-2014</td>
<td>19:00</td>
<td>scanner not left in default state (screen removed, switch box in parallel mode, mirror removed from coil, coil not in closet)</td>
<td>returned system to default state but were very iritated... 13/10/2014: Completed improvement form</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>Helen Luckmann</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E-learning

Welcome to the Scannexus e-learning site
by Scannexus Support Team - Monday, 15 June 2015, 12.39 PM

The Scannerlab Safety training 2015 is available until the 31st of July!
If you did not receive an invitation to take the training and you would like to prolong your Certified User Certificate please let us know.

With best regards,
The Support Team.
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Documentation

Links:
- Database (only with VPN)
- WIKI (only with VPN)
- Calpendo
- E-learning

Documents:
- Scannexus Contract
- Addendum to Contract
- Report form for accidents
- Ongevallen registratie formulier (NL)
- Scannexus acknowledgement image

Information:
- Guidelines Scannexus
- Magnet Safety Training
- How to become a Certified User
- CU Training
- CU Manual
- ITT Upgrade training
- (F)MRI Research Information
- (F)MRI Onderzoek Informatie (NL)

MRI Subject Screening Forms
All MRI Subject Screening Forms can be filled in online.